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At the end of 1999, the FORUM  Newspaper requested that readers  communicate
their concerns  regarding a long-term problem  in our area-long  train blockages  and
loud and numerous whistle  blowing  at crossings. A copy of one of our articles is
attached.

Citizen response  was overwhelming, angry  and demanded  answers.

We are sending you samples of citizen replies and a summary  of our survey results.
We ask for your input and consideration of solutions  to a situation  that has become

2737 Union Street - Blue Island, IL 60406
Phone (708) 597-6492

Fax (708) 597-6592



What Disrupts  Your Life the Most? -
Train blockages

Neither

Loud train whistles

Both
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4 .
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Total Responses: 118

Do Train khistles Affect You In Your House or Yard?

yes

If Yes, To What Degpe?

0

extremely loud 40

loud 23

l . somewhat loud 7

79

0

Total Responses: 118

0



On Average,  How Many Times  a Week Are You Stopped by a Train?
Number of Times Stopped For How Long?
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On Average,  How Many Times a Week Are You Stopped by a Train?
Number of Times Stopped
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On Average,  How Many Times  a Week Are You Stopped by a Train?
Number of Times Stopped For How Long?
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50th oud sometimes t

The FORUM Rail Rage Survey Results

ors going around
tates and people
:rossing  between
topped trains.

ave 75 cars instead of
50 cars.

Voducts  being shipped
negative  each is too
Dng engines unable to
IUII  load

l/l 7/00

bwer train noise such as low intervals instead of blasting at one time.
:un long trains 11 PM to 5AM

.imit the # of times whistles are used especially at night build
Iverpasses.  Get 124th St. crossing repaired. Dangerous
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oud train
rhistles

'es

The FORUM Rail Rage Survey Results 1/17/00

+. &jj$’  -.~~g&*;~~e*~j~

,.* ., . -‘.‘++.>.  -. : .- I..  ,_ 3 ,_- ;

25 Kids trying to cross
while train is moving
slowly or
momentarily stopped.

+
13 People racing aown

side streets to avoid
the crossings. It
really gets crazy.

for commerce. Safety /intersection. Schedule trains for off peak hours. Limit to one train at a
issues (Le.,  I saw 4 fire itime, NOT to be followed by another. Clear train yard ahead so they
trucks and an /can move at a reasonable speed without stopping. Longterrn: over
ambulance waiting for ‘and/or underpass are a must. Use fine money towards construction of
approximately 20 over/underpass. Maintain an accurate log of the times trains run and
minutes with sirens how long they block intersections to be used as a baseline for future
blasting. ‘improvements. To establish revenue the city can sell permits prior to

passage on a monthly basis. Let city council be more responsible and
liable for inconveniences.

Most negative for our
family is interrupted

appreciate the efforst of our city to ticket these trains for blocked

sleep between l-3 AM.
,rossings.  What can they do for the prolonged, excessive whistle
flowing? I believe it is in retaliation for all those tickets.

It’s getting worse!
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‘rain blockages

30th Extremely Loud sometimes )7

The FORUM Rail Rage Survey Results

legative,  too many
xrg trains.

IPlease shorten the amount of cars. The loud long whistles are very
disturbing day 8 night.

-leopIe trying to beat It is a shame that a
.he trains. Kids train can be 110 cars
umping  the trains long. There is nothing
nrhile stopped. positive about these

#rains.

jlf the train only blows the whistle once a few minutes before it
reaches the gate and cut
speed the train is going.

it down to maybe 40 cars, depending on
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The FORUM Rail Rage Survey Results l/20/00

rain blockages

rain blockages lo

iannot get to the
ospital.

Positive is needed
business. Negative is
loss in productivity for
everyone else.

build viaducts!  We need a Value Engineering Analysis performed
Public Law 104-l 06) for federal money.

IBlocked emergency
I- -

Positive trains are good Mayor Peloquin why don’t you give us a solution to the train
for the economy. problems? You’ve been mayor for how many years now and we still
INegatives  are listed have a problem with the trains. How about slapping a lawsuit on the

vehicles, kids
hopping trains,
people (like me)
speeding around
town to get around
them, BIPD going

above. railroads! This problem should have been addressed years ago. City
officials get off your butts and do something about  this! The longer
you wait, the greater chance of injury or death to train hoppers and
gate crossers. It’s time for a new mayor.

around gates
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The FORUM Rail Rage Survey Results l/20/00
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30’Emergency vehicles
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I
Time and money is I like the longer trains at night idea. Also, less whistles at crossings.

or cars trying to beat {what it costs us and
[the trains at

;I’m sick of those whistle happy engineers. 1 or 2 whistle blows is
Isoon  they will cost the

[crossings. $ity good citizens.
isufficient. My wife is pregnant and has a lot of trouble getting a good

I
‘nights rest. We’re moving away ASAP.

I I

21
U

imergency vehicles Negative aspect is the Get the EPA actively involved in the problem with the noise pollution.
nable to get through. residence have no Reducing train schedules during rush hour traffic and running later at

empowering voice with night.
the railroads.
Government turned
their heads and allowed
these things to happen.
Unlike the airports we
can’t get the EPA to
come in and make the
railroads put up sound
barriers to lessen the
noise.
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\ ‘ R a i l  Rage l
or ivhat can the private-citizen really do?‘, . r
by Sandy ‘May
Well, good and loyal readers, here it is-the results of the FORUM.

survey on railroad noise making and blockages gleaned from your
comments. . .
To begin, I will present to@ &id figures i.e,, data from the first 118

questionnaires returnkd’to  us.’ In regard to your responses, we expected .*
the anger so many of you expressed, but were nu prepared for the depth
of your feelings, your unhappiness and sense of desperation. We
sympathize totally and are going to help.
This article contains the beginning segment of the history of the problem

which I found very enlightening from a reader who took the time to send
.me a very detailed E-mail. A former railroad employee, he will enlarge

our understanding. And we print. the brief, but bitter letter, from
Senator O’Malley.  Usually mild-mannered, the Senator exhibits a sense
of frustration with legislators and railroad officials (how well we know!)

On the positive side, we printed State Representative James
Brosnahan’s  (D-36’h district),letter  to the Illinois Commerce Commission
in the November FORUM. As a result of his efforts, a monitoring device
will be installed in the signJ’.cabinet  of the.  123rd  Street crossing for one
month. It is to. record raiJ!qad:  operations and crossing blockages;
Mirhsel  IL“  Stead. of the Rai~ro$d$iafetv  Proeram Administration ,has


